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Abstract:Search Engines are widely used for information 

retrieval, but there are lots of WebPages over the internet and 

a single search engine cannot cover all the web pages. A Meta 

search provide the solution for this problem, MetaSearch 

Engines (MSEs) are tools that help the user to identify 

relevant information. To perform a Meta Search, user query 

is sent to multiple search engines; once the search results 

returned, they are received by the MSE, then merged into a 

single ranked list and the ranked list is presented to the user. 

The effectiveness of a metasearch engine is closely related to 

the search engine selection and result merging algorithm it 

employs. The algorithm provides the right value information 

and decision making process to provide necessary data and 

solve information retrieval problem. In this paper, we focus 

on the technical challenges of metasearching, namely search 

engine selection, by providing different algorithms. 

Keywords: Information retrieval, Search engine, Meta 

Search, Ranking. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

A person engaged in an information seeking process has 

one or more goals in mind and uses a search system as a 

tool to help achieve those goals. Searching relevant 

information is very difficult due to the explosion of content 

that has resulted from advances in computer networking, 

data storage and the availability, type and reliability of 

information services. 

IR is sub field of computer science concerned with 

presenting relevant information, collected from web 

information sources to users in response to search. Various 

types of IR tools have been created, solely to search 

information on web [19]. Apart from heavily used search 

engines (SEs) other useful tools are deep-web search 

portals, web directories and meta-search engines (MSEs) 

[19]. Search Engines are widely used for information 

retrieval, two types of search engines exist. General-

purpose search engines aim at providing the capability to 

search all pages on the Web. Special-purpose search 

engines, on the other hand, focus on documents in confined 

domains such as documents in an organization or in a 

specific subject area [1]. But any single search engine 

cannot solve the problem of Internet information retrieval 

completely because the search engine has limit to search in 

their own databases.  

Metasearch engines are being developed in response to the 

increasing availability of conventional search engines [3]. 

The major benefits of MSEs are their capabilities to 

combine the coverage of multiple search engines and to 

reach deep web. Search plans are constrained by the 

resources available: how much time should be allocated to 

the query and how much of the Internet resources should 

be consumed by it [3]. When user poses a query to the 

Metasearch through the user interface, the Metasearch 

engine is responsible to identify appropriate underlying 

search engine which has relevant document with respect to 

the user query [5]. Meta search engine selects the 

appropriate underlying search engine with respect to the 

user query. To enable search engine selection, some 

information that can represent the contents of the 

documents of each component search engine needs to be 

collected first. Such information for a search engine is 

called the representative of the search engine [17]. To find 

out the relevant information different similarity measure is 

used which estimate the relevance between document and 

user query [5]. The result merger combines all the result 

into a single ranked list and arranges the documents in 

descending order with their global similarity with respect 

to the user query.  

The rest of the paper is organized as: In Section 2 

Information Retrieval (IR), In Section 3 Web search 

engine, Section 4 Overview of MetaSearch engine, Section 

5 discusses about Search engine selection approach, 

Section 6 Summary of the work. 

 

2. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL (IR) 

 

Information retrieval deals with techniques for finding 

relevant (useful) documents for any given query from a 

collection of documents [1]. The contents of a document 

may be represented by the words contained in it. In IR 

system, user passes a query according to their requirement. 

Query has multiple forms, from which one of the query is 

passed to the information system. Query may be a 

Keyword query, Boolean query, Phrase query, Full 

document query or Proximity query. There are three basic 

processes an information retrieval system has to support: 

the representation of the content of the documents, the 

representation of the user's information need, and the 

comparison of the two representations [15]. 
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Figure 1: Information retrieval processes

 

 
2.1. Information Retrieval Models

 
There are a large number of hyperlinks in web pages [13] 

and the mining of so many hyperlinks can bring us lots of 

useful information, which is great helpful in understanding 

the semantic of hypertext and providing high quality 

services to users [13]. It is assumed that hyperlink is the 

agreement of the web page that the link points to.  An IR 

model governs how a document and a query are 

represented and how the relevance of a document to a user
 query is defined. There are three

 
main IR models:

 2.1.1 Boolean model
 The Boolean model is one of the earliest and simplest 

information retrieval models. It uses the notion of exact 

matching to match documents to the user query. Both the 

query and the retrieval are based on Boolean algebra
 
[20]

 In the Boolean model, documents and queries are 

represented as sets of terms. That is, each term is only 

considered present or absent in a document. Using the 

vector representation of the document above, the weight wij 


 
{0, 1}

 
of term

 
ki

 
in document dj is 1 if ki

 
appears in 

document dj, and 0 otherwise
 
[20], i.e.,

 

 






otherwise0

ddocumentinappearkif1 ji

, jiw
 

Boolean Queries:
 

Query terms are combined logically 

using the Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT, which 

have their usual semantics in logic. Thus, a Boolean query 

has a precise semantics.
 
For instance, the query, ((x AND 

y) AND (NOT z)) says that a retrieved document must 

contain both the terms x and y but not z [20].
 

 

 2.1.2 Vector space model
 This model is perhaps the best known and most widely 

used IR model. Document in the vector space model
 
[7, 20]

 is represented as a weight vector, in which each component 

of the index term weight is computed based on some 

variation of TF and TF-IDF scheme 

Term Frequency (TF) Scheme: In this method, the weight 

of a term ti in document dj is the number of times that ti 

appears in document dj, denoted by fij. Normalization may 

also be applied. The shortcoming of the TF scheme is that it 

does not consider the situation where a term appears in 

many documents of the collection. Such a term may not be 

discriminative. 

Term Frequency-Inverse Term Frequency (TF-IDF) 

Scheme [20]: Let N is the total number of documents in the 

system and dfi be the number of documents in which term ti 

appears at least once. Let fij be the raw frequency count of 

term ti in document dj. 

Then, the normalized term frequency (denoted by tfij) of ti 

in dj is given by                       

 ji,j2,j1,

ij

ij
f.....,,f,fmax

f
tf 

 
Where the maximum is computed over all terms those 

appear in document dj. If term ti does not appear in dj then 

tfij = 0.   

The inverse document frequency (denoted by idfi) of term ti  

is given by: 

i

i
df

N
logidf 

 
The final TF-IDF term weight is given by: 

iijij idftfw 
 

Query Weight in Vector Space Model 

A query q is represented in exactly the same way as a 

document in the document collection. The term weight wiq 

of each term ti in q can also be computed in the same way 

as in a normal document, or slightly differently. Salton and 

Buckley [20] suggested the following 

 
itq2q1q

iq

iq
df

N
log

f.,,.........f,fmax

0.5f
0.5w 
















 
Document Retrieval and Relevance Ranking: It is often 

difficult to make a binary decision on whether a document 

is relevant to a given query.  For the vector model, the 

weight wij  associated with a pair (ki, dj ) is positive and 

non-binary. Further, the index term in query are also 

weighted. Let wi,q  be the weight associated with the pair  

[ki, q],where wi,q ≥0.Then , query vector  q  is define 

tqqq wwwq ,,.........,( 2,1


 ) where t is the total number 

of index in the system. As before, the vector for a 

document dj is represented by

).........,,,( 21 tjjjj wwwd 


. 

Therefore, a document dj and user query q are represented 

as t-dimensional vector as shown in figure. Vector model 

proposes to evaluate the degree of similarity of document 

dj with regard to the query q as the correlation between the 

vector jd


and 
q


 which is the cosine of the angle between 

these two vectors[9]. i.e., 
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Since the wi,j ≥ 0and wi,q ≥ 0, sim(q,dj)varies from 0 to +1. 

The vector space model ranks the document according to 

their degree of similarity to the query. Document might be 

retrieved even if it is partial matching the query in the 

different document. 

 

2.1.3 Probabilistic models 

 

Several approaches that try to define term weighting more 

formally are based on probability theory. [7, 15] The notion 

of the probability of something, for instance the probability 

of relevance notated as P(R), is usually formalized through 

the concept of an experiment, where an experiment is the 

process by which an observation is made. The set of all 

possible outcomes of the experiment is called the sample 

space. In the case of P(R) the sample space might be 

(relevant, irrelevant) and we might define the random 

variable R to take the values (0, 1) where 0=irrelevant and 

1=relevant. [15] Suppose furthermore that P(Dk) is the 

probability that a document contains the term k with the 

sample space (0, 1), (0=the document does not contain term 

k, 1=the document contains term k), then we will use P(R , 

Dk) to denote the joint probability distribution with 

outcomes {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1)}, and we will use 

P(Rj | Dk) to denote the conditional probability distribution 

with outcomes (0,1). So, P(R=1 | Dk=1) is the probability 

of relevance if we consider documents that contain the term 

k. 

 

3. OVERVIEW OF WEB SEARCH ENGINE 

 

A Web search engine is essentially an information retrieval 

system for Web pages. However, Web pages have several 

features that are not usually associated with documents in 

traditional IR systems and these features have been 

explored by search engine developers to improve the 

retrieval effectiveness of search engines[1]. As a more 

informed alternative, some of the larger Web search 

engines attempt to index the Web in its entirety; many 

smaller Web search engines search considerably more 

focused databases—names and email addresses or the full 

text of Shakespeare’s plays, for example [3]. Different 

types of search engines are 

Ask is a Search Engine[18], which is also known as Ask 

Jeeves. It is basically designed to answer the user’s queries 

in the mode of Q&A and is proved to be a focused search 

engine.  

Bing is a Search Engine[18], which was formerly known as 

Live Search, Windows Live Search, and MSN Search. It is 

a web search engine (advertised as a "decision engine") 

that was owned by Microsoft [7]. 

Google Search or Google Web Search is a web search 

engine[18] owned by Google Inc. and is the most used 

search engine on the Web. Google receives several hundred 

million queries each day through its various services. The 

main purpose of Google Search is to hunt for text in web 

pages, as opposed to other data, such as with Google Image 

Search. Google Search provides at least 22 special features 

beyond the original word-search capability. These include 

synonyms, weather forecasts, time zones, stock quotes, 

maps, earthquake data, movie show times, airports, home 

listings, and sports scores. 

Yahoo! Search is a web search engine[18], owned by 

Yahoo! Inc. till December 2009, the 2nd largest search 

engine on the web by query volume, at 6.42%, after its 

competitor Google at 85.35% and before Baidu at 3.67%, 

according to Net Applications.  

 

3.1 Challenges faced by Search Engines(SEs) 

 

Using a Search Engine (SE), an index is searched rather 

than the entire Web. An index is created and maintained by 

automated web searching by programs commonly known 

as spiders. Plain search engines prove to be very effective 

for certain types of search tasks, such as retrieving of a 

particular URL and transactional queries (where the user is 

interested in some Web-mediated activity). However, 

Search Engines can’t address informational queries, where 

the user has information that needs to be satisfied[18]. 

 

4. META SEARCH ENGINE (MSE) 

 

A Meta Search Engine overcomes the above by virtue of 

sending the user’s query to a set of search engines, collects 

the data from them displays only the relevant records[18]. 

In other words A metasearch engine is a system that 

provides unified access to multiple existing search engines 

[1]. Metasearch engine is generally composed of three parts 

that is, Searching request for pre-processing part, Search 

interface agent part, Search results processing part [2].  
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4.1 Metasearch engine components: 

A reference software component architecture of a 

metasearch engine [1, 16]  is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Metasearch software component architecture. 

 

Database selector: In many cases a large percentage of the 

local databases will be useless with respect to the query. 

Sending a query to the search engines of useless databases 

has several problems. The problem of identifying 

potentially useful databases to search for a given query is 

known as the database selection problem. The software 

component database selector is responsible for identifying 

potentially useful databases for each user query. 

Document selector: The component document selector 

determines what documents to retrieve from the database 

of the search engine. The goal is to retrieve as many 

potentially useful documents from the search engine as 

possible while minimizing the retrieval of useless 

documents. 

Query dispatcher: The query dispatcher is responsible for 

establishing a connection with the server of each selected 

search engine and passing the query to it. 

Result merger: After the results from selected component 

search engines are returned to the metasearch engine, the 

result merger combines the results into a single ranked list.  

 

5. SEARCH ENGINE SELECTION 

 

When a metasearch engine receives a query from a user, it 

invokes the database selector to select component search 

engines to send the query to. A good database selection 

algorithm should identify potentially useful databases 

accurately. Many approaches have been proposed to tackle 

the database selection problem [6]. 

 

5.1 Rough representative approaches:  

 

In these approaches, the contents of a local database are 

often represented by a few selected key words or 

paragraphs. Such a representative is only capable of 

providing a very general idea on what a database is about, 

and consequently database selection methods using rough 

database representatives are not very accurate in estimating 

the true usefulness of databases with respect to a given 

query.  

ALIWEB [1] an often human-generated representative in a 

fixed format is used to represent the contents of each local 

database or a site. Note that ALIWEB is not a full-blown 

metasearch engine as it only allows users to select one 

database to search at a time and it does not perform result 

merging. 

In WAIS [1] for a given query, the descriptions are used to 

rank component databases according to how similar they 

are to the query. The user then selects component databases 

to search for the desired documents. In WAIS, more than 

one local database can be searched at the same time 

 

5.2 Statistical Representative Approaches 

 

A statistical representative of a database typically takes 

every term in every document in the database into 

consideration and keeps one or more pieces of statistical 

information for each such term. 

In D-WISE [1], the representative of a component search 

engine consists of the document frequency of each term in 

the component database as well as the number of 

documents in the database. Therefore, the representative of 

a database with n distinct terms will contain n + 1 

quantities (the n document frequencies and the cardinality 

of the database) in addition to the n terms. 

The Collection Retrieval Interface Network (CORI-Net) 

[1, 5, 12, 14] is carried out using two pieces of information 

for each distinct term i.e. document frequency and search 

engine frequency. If a term appears in k document in the 

search engine, the term is repeated k times in the super 

document. Super document containing all distinct term in 

the search engine, As a result, the document frequency of a 

term in the search engine becomes the term frequency in 

the super document. 

In gGlOSS, the usefulness of a database is sensitive to the 

similarity threshold used. As a result, gGlOSS [1] can 

differentiate a database with many moderately similar 

documents from a database with a few highly similar 

documents. The computation for estimating the database 

usefulness in gGlOSS can be carried out efficiently. 

Estimating the Number of Potentially Useful 

Documents (ENPUD) [1]. One database usefulness 

measure used is ―the number of potentially useful 

documents with respect to a given query in a database.‖ 

This measure can be very useful for search services that 

charge a fee for each search. The above methods, while 

being able to produce accurate estimation, have a large 

storage overhead. Furthermore, the computation 

complexity of expanding the generating function is 

exponential. As a result, they are more suitable for short 

queries. 

Estimating the Similarity of the Most Similar 

Document.(ESoMSD) [1]: this measure indicates the best 

that we can expect from a database as no other documents 

in the database can have higher similarities with the query. 

On the other hand, for a given query, this measure can be 

used to rank databases optimally for retrieving the m most 

similar documents across all databases. In this method, 

SEn SE1 

Result Extractors Query dispatcher 

Database Selector Result 

Merger 

USER INTERFACE 
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each database is represented by two quantities per term 

plus the global representative shared by all databases but 

the computation has linear complexity. 

 

5.3 Learning based approach 

 

These approaches [1] predict the usefulness of a database 

for new queries based on the retrieval experiences with the 

database from past queries. The retrieval experiences may 

be obtained in a number of ways. First, training queries 

can be used and the retrieval knowledge of each component 

database with respect to these training queries can be 

obtained in advance (i.e., before the database selector is 

enabled). This type of approach will be called the static 

learning approach as in such an approach, the retrieval 

knowledge, once learned, will not be changed. Second, real 

user queries (in contrast to training queries) can be used 

and the retrieval knowledge can be accumulated gradually 

and be updated continuously. This type of approach will be 

referred to as the dynamic learning approach. Third, static 

learning and dynamic learning can be combined to form a 

combined learning approach. In such an approach, initial 

knowledge may be obtained from training queries but the 

knowledge is updated continuously based on real user 

queries 

MRDD Approach. The MRDD (Modeling Relevant 

Document Distribution) approach [8] is a static learning 

approach. During learning, a set of training queries is 

utilized. Each training query is submitted to every 

component database. From the returned documents from a 

database for a given query, all relevant documents are 

identified and a vector reflecting the distribution of the 

relevant documents is obtained and stored. Specifically, the 

vector has the format <r1, r2, : : : , rs>, where ri is a 

positive integer indicating that ri top ranked documents 

must be retrieved from the database in order to obtain i 

relevant documents for the query. With the help of cosine 

distance similarity function it finds the similarity between 

user query and all training queries and identifies the k-most 

similar training query and find the average relevant 

document distribution vector over k vector corresponding 

to the k-most similar training queries. Finally, average 

distribution vector is used to identify the appropriate search 

engines.   

QuerySim 

Since there tends to be many similar queries [11] in a real 

world federated search system, the valuable information of 

past queries can help us provide better resource selection 

results. In this section, we propose a novel algorithm, 

which is called qSim, to utilize the valuable information to 

guide the decision of resource selection. In the algorithm 

[4, 5]  qsrel j , means it is more appropriate search 

engine contain more relevant information for the user 

query. The value of  qsrel j  depends on  
ij psrel  

and  ii qpsim where  
ij psrel is the relevance 

between search engines and past queries and  ii qpsim

is the similarity between all past queries with the user 

query. The search engines with higher value of  qsrel j

being selected by the Metasearch engine. 

Savvy Search 

Savvy- Search (www.search.com) is a metasearch engine 

employing the dynamic learning approach. In SavvySearch 

[1, 3] the ranking score of a component search engine with 

respect to a query is computed based on the past retrieval 

experience of using the terms in the query. More 

specifically, for each search engine, a weight vector (w1, 

….. ,wm) is maintained by the database selector, where each 

wi corresponds to the i
th

 term in the database of the search 

engine. Initially, all weights are zero. When a query 

containing term ti is used to retrieve documents from a 

component database D, the weight wi is adjusted according 

to the retrieval result. If no document is returned by the 

search engine, the weight is reduced by 1/k, where k is the 

number of terms in the query.  

SavvySearch also tracks the recent performance of each 

search engine in terms of h, the average number of 

documents returned for the most recent five queries, and r, 

the average response time for the most recent five queries 

sent to the component search engine. If h is below a 

threshold Th  (the default is 1), then a penalty 𝑃ℎ =

 
(𝑇ℎ−ℎ)

𝑇ℎ
 

2

for the search engine is computed. Similarly, if 

the average response time r is greater than a threshold Tr 

(the default is 15 seconds), then a penalty 𝑝𝑟 =
(𝑟−𝑇𝑟  )2

 (𝑟𝑜−𝑇𝑟  )2 is 

computed, where ro = 45 (seconds) is the maximum 

allowed response time before a timeout. For a new query q 

with terms t1,…… , tk, the ranking score of database D is 

computed by 

𝑟 𝑞,𝐷 =
 𝑤𝑡 𝑖 
𝑘
𝑖=1 .  log(𝑁/𝑓𝑖 )

  |𝑤𝑖 
𝑘
𝑖=1 |

− (𝑝ℎ+𝑝𝑟 ) 

where log(N fi) is the inverse database frequency weight of 

term ti , N is the number of databases, and fi is the number 

of databases having a positive weight value for term ti . 

Profusion 

ProFusion approach[5, 21] is a hybrid learning approach, 

which combines both static and dynamic learning 

approach. In the ProFusion approach, when a user query is 

received by the metasearch engine, the query is first 

mapped to one or more categories. The query is mapped to 

a category that have at least one term that belong to the 

user query.  

In ProFusion  preset categories are utilized in the learning 

process. The categories are like ―Science and Engineering,‖ 

―Computer Science‖. A set of terms is associated with each 

category to reflect the topic of the category. For each 

category, a set of training queries is identified. The reason 

for using these categories and dedicated training queries is 

to learn how well each component database will respond to 

queries in different categories. For a given category C and 

a given component database D, each associated training 

query is submitted to D. From the top 10 retrieved 

documents, relevant documents are identified. Then a score 

reflecting the performance of D with respect to the query 

and the category C is computed by [01] 
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1 R
N

C i

i


 
Where C is the constant and R is the number of relevant 

documents among top-10 retrieved documents. Value of Ni 

is calculated as  

                            iiN 1 ,    

if 
thi ranked document is relevant,  

0    otherwise  

 

6. SUMMARY 

 

This paper presented a comprehensive survey and 

understanding of Meta Search Engines. It is understood 

that Meta Search Engine exhibits superior performance 

than any Search Engine. Our survey seems to indicate that 

better solutions to each of the two main problems, namely 

Information retrieval and Search engine selection. 
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